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Before dawn on May 20, 1498, three ships with large sails 
appeared on the horizon of western India. Curious locals 
from Calicut took to their canoes for a closer look and found 
bearded white men aboard. It was the Portuguese fleet of 
Vasco da Gama, looking for “Christians and spices.” 

The era ushered in that morning would profoundly 
transform Asia over the next 450 years.

THE EFFECTS of that transformation are visible 
in the multi-colored mosaic of nation-states that 
emerged from the crucible of colonial rule and 
World War ii, as well as in the ideological and po-
litical divisions that have since racked the region. 

Yet, what are often obscured in the daily re-
ports of differences within Asia are the common 
characteristics left by history. in the millennium 
and a half that preceded the era of da Gama, 
trade and travel closely interconnected the re-
gion, laying the foundations of prosperity and 
creating the common economic and cultural 
space that gave Asia its unique identity. Asian 
nations are now engaged, as was announced re-
cently at the East Asia Summit in Kuala Lumpur, 
in building a forum for dialogue aimed at “pro-
moting peace, stability and economic prosperity 
in East Asia.” in this context, it may be instructive 
to look back at how Asia achieved the enviable 
prosperity that first attracted European traders 
and adventurers long ago. 

The Portuguese foray into the indian ocean 
was driven by a lust for spices and the strategic 
goal of depriving the ottoman Empire of valu-
able islamic trade in the indian ocean and the 
spice islands of Southeast Asia. da Gama was 
dazzled by Calicut, which he described as “burst-

ing with merchandise of every kind, thanks to 
its maritime traffic with other lands from China 
to the nile.”1 But to his dismay, da Gama found 
that Muslim merchants –Arab and indian – were 
already entrenched along india’s spice-bearing 
coast. Attempts to undermine Muslim domi-
nance began two years later, with an attack on 
Muslim ships loading pepper in Calicut. This her-
alded a period of violent, religion-tinged struggle 
for commercial dominance that changed the re-
gion’s trading map. The Portuguese, Spaniards, 
dutch and British launched bitter campaigns to 
claim the sea lanes as their exclusive domains.

Such state-sponsored violence, coupled 
with a crusading and proselytizing zeal, stood 
in sharp contrast to existing practice in Asia, 
which considered the ocean a zone of neutral-
ity. At times, the imperial ambitions of some, 
such as the Srivijaya empire in the indonesian 
archipelago, would succeed in controlling two 
or more links in the chain. However, in the 
words of o.W. Wolters, “the seas remained 
open until the seventeenth century… in effect, 
the single ocean was a vast zone of neutral wa-
ter, which rulers inside and outside Southeast 
Asia independently and for their own interests 
wanted to protect.”

At the beginning of the 17th century, the dutch 
tried to use their superior naval fire power to es-
tablish a commercial monopoly of the oceans. An 
indignant ruler of Makassar protested against the 
dutch in 1615: “God has made the earth and sea, 
has divided the earth among mankind and given 
the sea in common. it is a thing unheard of that 
anyone should be forbidden to sail the seas.”2 

Such protests were ineffective in the face of 
European galleys bristling with cannons and at-
tempts to build commercial empires by linking 
trading posts across the indian ocean and the 
South China Sea continued apace. By the middle 
of the 19th century, the commercial and cultural 
unity that had marked pre-colonial Asia was lost 
to the advancing economic and military might of 
the colonial powers. Yet, the empires that were 
subsequently established came to be built on the 
foundations of the well-integrated and cosmo-
politan trading centers that dotted Asia.

nearly four centuries after Europe’s interven-
tion, as a resurgent Asia tries again to reinte-
grate itself through multilateral organizations 
and free trade areas, the history of common 
commercial and cultural space between oceans 
is again relevant. 

A brief survey of this nature inevitably runs 
the risk of oversimplifying and over-generalizing 
historical trends. Still, it is tempting to identify 
three broad currents that flow through much of 
Asian history. First, the promotion of trade has 
been a leitmotif in the region. The desire to live 
better and earn profits has driven Asian traders 
to risk their lives crossing oceans and in the pro-
cess created a common economic space from the 
very beginning of recorded history. Long-distance 
trading created a cosmopolitanism that laid the 
foundation for commercial prosperity. Second, 
common religious beliefs – whether Buddhist, 
Hindu or Muslim – afforded traders a structure 

of trust, and yet there was never state-sponsored 
proselytizing until the arrival of aggressive Euro-
pean powers. only india’s Emperor Ashoka, who 
sent missionaries to preach the Buddhist dhamma 
to foreign countries, was an exception to this rule. 
Third, a corollary of this liberal attitude toward 
organized religion was a largely secular approach 
to life and a tolerance of other religions, which, in 
turn, created the necessary conditions for peace 
and prosperity. Conspicuously absent in Asia were 
events like the crusades and the decades-long reli-
gious wars that marked European history. 

THe silK CoNNeCTioN
The search for luxury items such as medicinal 
herbs and metals boosted trade between distant 
parts of Asia, leading to the exchange of goods 
and crops. india, for example, sold Champa rice 
and cotton to China, which in turn sold tea to 
india and Southeast Asia. Two hundred years 
before the Christian era, a Han dynasty envoy 
traveled across Central Asia to blaze the trail that 
would later be called the Silk Road. At the far-
thest end of his journey, near today’s Afghanistan, 
he was astonished to find products from southern 
China which had been brought from india. unbe-
knownst to the Han emperor, Chinese, Southeast 
Asian and indian traders had set up a caravan 
trading link running through Burma and india, 
all the way up to the head of the indus River. At 
the end of the 19th century, when the British en-
tered Burma, they were similarly astonished to 
find a vibrant trade between Yunnan and Burma 
on mule caravans, perhaps not very different 
from what had gone on in previous centuries.

By the first century, Chinese silk was trans-
ported along the Silk Road to an indian port in 
modern day Gujarat, to be sold to Greek and Ro-
man traders who had ridden the monsoon winds 
all the way from the Red Sea. The coral, wine, 
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Some are weeping, some 
beating their chests and 
one is even piercing 
himself with his sword.
Buddha’s message that 
human suffering and 
the path to salvation are 
universal was captured 
in the images and 
sculptures carved and 
painted over a thousand 
years after the Buddha’s 
actual passing. 

glass, frankincense and other products that Ro-
man traders brought had to be supplemented by 
gold coins in order to pay for their enormous de-
mand for silk and spices. Emperor Tiberius and 
the historian Pliny complained that the Roman 
aristocracy’s taste for luxury was draining the 
Roman treasury. Such complaints notwithstand-
ing, trade between China and india flourished for 
a thousand years, supplying luxuries to the Ro-
man and Byzantine empires. A booming South 
Sea trade carrying indian traders – along with 
Hindu rituals, icons and language – created what 
has been called a “Sanskrit cosmopolis,” extend-
ing throughout nearly all of South and Southeast 
Asia during the first millennium of the Christian 
era. As a result, Sanskrit became the universal 
language of celebratory public inscriptions. 
The rise of Melaka and Southeast Asian trade 
would later turn Malay into the lingua franca of 
regional trade. Although China lost its silk-mak-
ing monopoly by the 4th or 5th century, it main-
tained a profitable trade with india by producing 
special export-quality silk with motifs specially 
designed for the indian market. indian semi-pre-
cious stones and medicinal herbs enjoyed great 
popularity in China. Even as far back as the 4th 
century, travelers encountered goods from dif-
ferent countries during their journeys through 
Asia. The Chinese monk Faxian, who traveled for 
13 years to india and Southeast Asia, left a mem-
orable account of his perilous boat journey from 
Palembang to China. He recounted how moved 
he was to see a merchant in Sri Lanka offer to the 
Buddha a white silk fan of Chinese origin. Seeing 
a familiar Chinese product being used to worship 
the Buddha thousands of miles away, a homesick 
Faxian found his eyes filled with tears.3 

The trade between india and China in the early 
Christian era expanded with the spread of Bud-
dhism from india to China through Central Asia, 

reaching its peak in the 6th century. The traffic 
along the Silk Road expanded as pilgrims carry-
ing Buddhist relics, icons, sacred stones and vo-
tive pieces of silk traversed the route. Religion was 
thus intimately intertwined with trade; religious 
inquiry and devotion promoted travel, just as the 
demand for icons and devotional objects propelled 
trade.4 Given the scarcity and price of imported 
luxuries, their use was limited, of course, yet the 
elite in China, india, and Southeast Asia all knew 
about and coveted the same products.

The commercial exchanges between india, 
China and the Mediterranean expanded over 
time into a huge pan-Asian trade network that 
prefigured david Ricardo’s theory of interna-
tional trade based on comparative advantage. 
China, with its silk and porcelain manufacture, 
and india, with its early expertise in cotton 
textiles, emerged as the region’s main comple-
mentary partners. They were later joined by 
Southeast Asia’s primary producers of rice, teak, 
nutmeg, cloves and scented wood products. As 
one historian notes, “by 1500, the importation of 
indian cloth across Southeast Asia was about a 
square meter per person. if most of this went to 
the rich, still ‘indian cloth was traded not only in 
the great maritime emporia: it reached the tiny 
spice-growing islands in eastern indonesia... and 
the land-locked kingdom of Laos.’”5

 
THe buDDHisT CoNNeCTioN
Thanks to the Tang dynasty’s liberal trading policy, 
the imperial capital, Changan (today’s xian), be-
came the greatest urban center in the world, with 
nearly two million inhabitants. until the middle 
of the 9th century, when the Tang rulers reversed 
their policy of openness, Muslims, Jews, nestorian 
Christians and Buddhists from all over west Asia 
and india visited or resided in the Chinese capital. 
Since the 5th century, Changan had developed into 

a major center of Buddhist learning. Kumarajiva, 
a famous monk of indian-Central Asian descent, 
set up a school where important Buddhist texts 
were translated. other famous Buddhist monks 
such as Faxian and xuanzhang would later set out 
from Changan to travel the Silk Road to india and 
return with a treasure trove of religious texts. 

The intensified contacts created a vast com-
mon space of ideas and products. Some 120 
stone caves in western China, built around the 
beginning of the 4th century, today stand as tes-
timonies to Buddhist Asia, with their elaborate 
sculptures and devotional paintings. Buddhism 
radiated from China to Korea and Japan. Along 
with the faith came trade and even greater con-
nections. in 752, a south indian Brahmin, Bod-
hisena, was on hand in nara, Japan to officiate 
at the ceremony “opening” the eyes of the Great 
Buddha. He had arrived in Japan in 736 in the 
company of a Cham monk he had met at sea.6

A 10th century painting on the wall of the dun-
hunag cave in China visually represents Asia’s 
spiritual unity. A gigantic figure of the Buddha 
reclining in his last moments has as its backdrop 
a large wall painting of mourners of different na-
tionalities. Each mourner is painted in minute de-
tail, showing their different origins, garments and 
distinctive headdress, as they stand grief-stricken 
at the demise of the Buddha. Some are weeping, 
some beating their chests, and one is even pierc-
ing himself with his sword. Buddha’s message 
that human suffering and the path to salvation 
are universal was captured in the images and 
sculptures carved and painted over a thousand 
years after the Buddha’s actual passing. 

A lingering symbol of the common religious 
space that Asia enjoyed in the first millennium is 
the continuing worship of Guanyin – the Chinese 
Goddess of Mercy – by millions of Asians from 
Japan to Southeast Asia. The name Guanyin is a 
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literal translation of Avalokiteswar, a Bodhisattva 
who was born again and again to help humans 
end their suffering. When caught in a frightening 
storm on the South China Sea, Faxian prayed to 
Guanyin. Centuries later, in the 1930s, a Japanese 
entrepreneur named the first Asian single-lens re-
flex camera “Cannon” because he was a devotee 
of Kwannon (the Japanese name for Guanyin).

rooM for All reliGioNs
While Buddhism dominated india and China 
in the early years of the Christian era, other 
faiths also flourished. The Tang dynasty capital 
Changan, with its 91 Buddhist temples, was pre-
dominantly Buddhist, but it was also a remark-
ably open and tolerant city. Historian Valery 
Hansen describes Changan’s foreign quarters 
around the Western Market: 

“non-Chinese residents built religious institu-
tions dedicated to the religions of their home-
lands. The Persian-speaking merchants contin-
ued to worship at two kinds of temples devoted 
to religions they brought with them from iran. 
They sacrificed live animals at Zoroastrian fire 
altars, and they sang hymns about forces of light 
triumphing over the forces of darkness at Man-
ichaen (a Christian sect) temples. Travelers from 
Syria embraced their own form of Christianity, 
nestorianism.” 7

The intensity of religious contact between india 
and China spilled over into other areas of knowl-
edge. Fa xian, xuanzhang, and others were also 
interested in the more worldly aspects of life, and 
their accounts provided the first detailed analy-
ses of indian society. during his 16-year sojourn 
in india, xuanzhang, who was fluent in Sanskrit, 

successfully debated Buddhist scholars at the 
court of his indian patron. The indian scholars 
who traveled to China in the 7th and 8th centu-
ries included not only religious scholars, but also 
other savants in mathematics and astronomy. in 
the 8th century, an indian astronomer named 
Gautama Siddhartha was even made the presi-
dent of the Board of Astronomy in China.8

Periods of religious persecution notwithstand-
ing, the Chinese imperial court encouraged re-
ligious and cultural exchanges. The Kashmiri 
monk, Gunavarman, was visiting Java when 
he received an official invitation from the Chi-
nese emperor. in the 15th century, Zheng He, a 
Muslim eunuch admiral of the Chinese imperial 
fleet, carried emperor Yongle’s gifts for the three 
religious communities of Sri Lanka – Buddhist, 
Hindu and islamic – which included “some 3,000 

pieces of gold, 15,000 of silver and 300 rolls of 
silk, as well as perfumed oils and lacquered ec-
clesiastical ornaments.”9

islam’s peaceful rise in Southeast Asia, where 
half the population converted to the faith in the 
space of two centuries, is in itself a remarkable 
story of openness. islam spread organically to 
the islands of Southeast Asia, whose people were 
impressed by the devotion of Arabic and Gujarati 
traders, their Holy Book and culture, not to men-
tion the advantage of doing business with co-re-
ligionists. The Hindu ruler of Melaka converted 
to islam in recognition of the predominant po-
sition held by Arab and Gujarati traders in the 
region. However, in dealing with traders of many 
faiths who settled there, the ruler maintained 
strict neutrality. An early 16th century account 
of Melaka lists dozens of nationalities and faiths 
that could be found there, from Zoroastrian Par-
sees and islamic Turks and Arabs to Buddhist 
Siamese and Hindu merchants who practiced 
their respective faiths without hindrance. Forced 
conversion to islam would only arise in the 17th 
century, partly in response to aggressive conver-
sions carried out by the colonial powers.

observers noted that Melaka was not just a 
trading center, but thanks to its prosperous trade 
network and multi-ethnic population, it had be-
come a multicultural hub and a center for islamic 
culture and intellectual exchange. Melaka pro-
moted regional affiliations of Sultanates through 
both commerce and the appeal of Sufism, al-
though not at the expense of other faiths and 
practices.10 This “open type of islam” was consid-
ered degenerate by some conservative Muslims, 
who complained about easy marriages between 
Muslims and infidels.11 Yet there was pragmatic 
acceptance in the region that all faiths helped 
to bring prosperity. For example, due to their 
expertise in seafaring, the Shahbander (harbor 
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“It is the port where all ships 
from India come laden with 
much costly merchandise 
and a multitude of extremely 
valuable precious stones and 
big rare pearls.  
It is also the port from where 
the merchants of Mangi...put 
out to sea...in this port there 
is a constant movement of 
such vast amounts of goods 
and precious stones that it is 
a marvelous thing to see.”

masters) in most Asian ports, including in Bud-
dhist Siam, were often Persians or Arabs. 

on india’s Malabar coast too, there was an easy 
coexistence among Hindu, Muslim, Christian and 
Jewish communities, which was encouraged by 
Zamorin, the islamic ruler of Calicut, who ben-
efited from the trade they brought. Much of that 
pragmatic secularism would change in the face of 
the Portuguese onslaught on islamic trade. over 
centuries, the Arab traders’ practice of contract-
ing temporary marriages in each port of call led to 
the rise of a mixed blood community on the Mala-

bar coast, called Mappilas. Brought up in Sunni 
traditions, the Mappilas took to seafaring and 
trade. Facing the brunt of Portuguese attempts to 
destroy their business by the 17th century, Map-
pila shipping had turned into an armed diaspora. 
As the historian Philip d. Curtin notes, “the new 
emphasis on armed trade included an ideological 
shift in local Muslim thought, built on the ancient 
belief in jihad, or struggle against disbelievers.”12 

The anti-infidel, anti-Pagan violence that accom-
panied the Portuguese capture of Melaka in 1511, 
and the Spanish capture of Manila 60 years later, 
introduced a period of religious confrontation and 
intolerance hitherto unknown in Southeast Asia. 
Coinciding with other factors, such as Southeast 
Asian islamic countries’ direct commercial, reli-
gious and military contact with Mecca and the 
ottoman Caliphate, the premier Southeast Asian 
historian, Anthony Reid, argues that the period 
sharpened “a spirit of confrontation with unbelief 
as aggressively represented by the Portuguese” 13 
– a spirit that affected not only the islamic rulers 
of the region, but the Confucian and Buddhist rul-
ers as well. Religious persecution, which had been 
an exception rather than the rule in Asia, was now 
more easily resorted to.

ProsPeriTy bAseD oN TrADe
in line with the general openness extended to 
all religions, Asian interests in long-distance 
trade also fostered tolerance and an acceptance 
of differences. When China’s Admiral Zheng 
He arrived in Calicut with his Treasure Fleet, 
he took on board an indian Muslim navigator 
to pilot his ships to Aden, and became the first 
high Chinese official to make the pilgrimage to 
Mecca.14 Even before Zheng He’s voyage in the 
14th century, Chinese traders and their distinc-
tive high sail junks became a common sight in 
indian ports from Chittagong (now in Bangla-

desh) to Calicut. Three decades of voyaging by 
Zheng He gave a fresh impetus to the Chinese 
presence in the indian ocean.

The descendants of Chinese traders were pop-
ularly known as Chini-bachaqan, Persian slang 
for China boys. However, by the time da Gama 
reached india, the Chinese had virtually with-
drawn from the sea by imperial edict. ironically, 
da Gama was given permission to build a fortified 
trading post in Calicut at a site known as China-
cota (fortress of the Chins), where the Chinese 
had erected their own storehouse some 80 years 
earlier.15 Even to this day, the Chinese presence 
lingers in large scoop-like fishing nets on bamboo 
poles – known as ‘China nets’ – which line the wa-
terfront in Calicut. of course, it was not just the 
Chinese who had a presence in Calicut. With its 
generous policy of land grants and other privileg-
es for foreign traders, Calicut saw large numbers 
of Persian, Arab, and Jewish traders settling there, 
making it perhaps the most important interna-
tional port in the western indian ocean.16 

China, though ever suspicious of foreigners, 
had from a very early period designated Guang-
zhou as the only port open to foreigner visitors, 
allowing it develop a reputation as a cosmo-
politan city. Within years of the advent of islam, 
Arab traders had built one of Asia’s first mosques 
there. on his voyage to Japan to introduce Bud-
dhist doctrine in 753, the Chinese monk Ganjin 
passed through Guangzhou and reported find-
ing “unknown numbers of indian, Persian, South 
Sea and other boats, laden with incense, drugs 
and precious things piled up like mountains.” He 
noted that “an extremely great variety” of for-
eigners “come and go and reside there.”17 

 The Chinese port of Quanzhou (known then 
as Zaitun or Saiton), which impressed Marco 
Polo and ibn Battuta, a 14th century Moroccan 
traveler, was another city of international com-

merce. “it is the port,” Marco Polo wrote, “where 
all ships from india come laden with much costly 
merchandise and a multitude of extremely valu-
able precious stones and big rare pearls. it is also 
the port from where the merchants of Mangi 
(i.e. Southern China), or at least those from the 
neighboring regions, put out to sea. With the 
result that in this port there is a constant move-
ment of such vast amounts of goods and precious 
stones that it is a marvelous thing to see.”18 

ibn Battuta called Zaitun “the biggest of all 
ports,” with a hundred large junks and legions 
of small ones. Arab Muslims, who had arrived 
in China around 618, had a major presence in 
the city, which boasted half a dozen mosques. 
Hindu, Manichaean, and Buddhist traders also 
lived in different quarters of the city. 

Elsewhere, the entrepôt city of Melaka in the 
Malay peninsula was a Muslim-led but secular 
place. A bustling trader-friendly port, it was the 
15th century’s equivalent of modern day Hong 
Kong. in order to attract traders, the city offered 
neutrality between rival regional powers and low 
tax to all comers. As the historian Curtin notes, 
all of the major communities were assigned their 
own residential areas within the city, either in-
dividually or with related groups. The Sultan’s 
government designated four officials to hold the 
title Shabander (harbor master) from among the 
merchant community, so that they could repre-
sent their respective groups in dealings with the 
government. Through the Shabander, the gov-
ernment offered a variety of services, including 
warehouse space and transportation of cargo to 
and from boats by elephants.19 

Pragmatism also marked business. in the late 
Ming period, China forbade ocean voyages, 
but enforcement was lax. Private traders from 
Fujian and Guangdong set up a settlement in 
Spanish-controlled Manila (which had by then 
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History has shown how Asians, with their tol-
erance and openness, easy acceptance of others, 
and eagerness to trade fairly and respectfully 
with foreigners, once created prosperity that was 

the envy of the world. From ancient Romans to 
Arabs and Europeans, Asia has lured generations 
of outsiders. its dealings with them, barring the 
painful period of colonial oppression and plun-
der, materially and intellectually enriched the 
region. As Asia strives to develop itself as a re-
gion of peace and prosperity in the modern era, 
it should consider using its past as a rough guide 
for the future. 
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started receiving silver and new products like 
potatoes, tobacco and chilli, among others) and 
created “the celebrated Manila-Macao-nagasaki 
trade triangle” that vied with the older China-
Melaka trade.20 

From the mid-16th to the mid-17th century, 
before the arrival of silver from the new World, 
Japanese silver lubricated the region’s trade 
machines. Late Ming rules relaxing trade with 
Southeast Asia offered helped turn the Vietnam-
ese port of Hoi into a hub for Japanese traders, 
who, though still banned from trading with Chi-
na, could buy Chinese silk and other products 
there. Historians estimate that despite the offi-
cial Chinese ban, some 10,000 tons of silver were 
exported out of Japan into China to pay for silk.

The trade relationship, however, was not built 
solely on an economic foundation. There were 
also personal and political ties. in 1599, Kenki, a 
Japanese pirate operating along the Vietnamese 
coast, was captured. in a letter to the Tokugawa 
Shogun in 1601, the Vietnamese ruler expressed 
regret at having mistakenly attacked him, “not 
knowing that Kenki was a lawful merchant” and 
stating his desire to continue good relations. 
Tokugawa praised the Vietnamese and authorized 
trade by ships carrying the official red seal. When 
in 1604 a trader named Hunamoto Yabeji arrived 
as Tokugawa’s envoy, the Vietnamese emperor 
promptly adopted him as his son and requested 
that he be sent back again. Another Vietnamese 
emperor gave his daughter’s hand in marriage to 
Araki, an important Japanese businessman. not 
surprisingly, of the 84 red-seal ships that visited 
Vietnam, 17 of them were commanded by Huna-
moto and Araki.21 The story of how the nguyen 
emperors encouraged trade with powerful and 
often difficult neighbors is but one example of the 
pragmatism that was the hallmark of Southeast 
Asian traders and statesmen. 
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